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radioactive ion 

beams

PANDA

antiproton beams

CBM

relativistic nuclear 

collisions

APPA

ions, antiprotons

s ≈ 5.5 GeV



Collider basic requirements: beams from p to Au

L ~ 1027 cm-2c-1(Au) √SNN= 4-11 GeV; L ~ 1032 cm-2c-1(p) √Spp=12-27 GeV
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OUTLINE

• Physics case & motivation

• Conventional & exotic hadrons

• Recent experimental review 

• Physics analysis & results (pp & pA collisions)



MOTIVATION

To look for different charmonium-like states 

(conventional and exotic) in pp and pA collisions to 

obtain complementary results to the ones from e+e-

interactions, B-meson decays and pp\bar interactions



Motivation  





Charmonium-like states possess some well favored characteristics:

• is the simplest two-particle system consisting of quark & antiquark;

• is a compact bound system with small widths varying from several tens of keV to several
tens of MeV compared to the light unflavored mesons and baryons

• charm quark c has a large mass (1.27 ± 0.07 GeV) compared to the masses of u, d & s (~
0.1 GeV) quarks, that makes it plausible to attempt a description of the dynamical
properties of charmonium-like system in terms of non-relativistic potential models and
phenomenological models;

• quark motion velocities in charmonium-like systems are non-relativistic (the coupling
constant, αs ≈ 0.3 is not too large, and relativistic effects are manageable ( v2/c2 ≈ 0.2));

• the size of charmonium-like systems is of the order of less than 1 Fm (R ~ αs · mq ) so that

one of the main doctrines of QCD – asymptotic freedom is emerging;

Therefore:

♦ charmonium-like studies are promising for understanding the dynamics of quark interaction
at small distances;

♦ charmonium-like spectroscopy represents itself a good testing ground for the theories of
strong interactions:

• QCD in both perturbative and nonperturbative regimes

• QCD inspired potential models and phenomenological models
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Coupling strength between two quarks as a function of their distance. For small distances

(≤ 10-16 m) the strengths αs is ≈ 0.1, allowing a theoretical description by perturbative

QCD. For distances comparable to the size of the nucleon, the strength becomes so large

(strong QCD) that quarks can not be further separated: they remain confined within the

nucleon and another theoretical approaches must be developed and applicable.

For charmonium (charmonium-like) states αs ≈ 0.3 and <v2/c2> ≈ 0.2.
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Izmestev A. has shown * Nucl. Phys., V.52, N.6 (1990) & *Nucl. Phys., V.53, N.5 (1991) that in the case of

curved coordinate space with radius a (confinement radius) and dimension N at the

dominant time component of the gluonic potential the quark-antiquark potential defines via

Gauss equations. If space of physical system is compact (sphere S3), the harmonic

potential assures confinement:

where R(r), D(r) and GN(r) are scaling factor, gauging and determinant of metric tensor Gμν(r).
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When cotangent argument in V3(r) is small:

we get:

The quark potential models have successfully described the charmonium spectrum, which

generally assumes short-range coulomb interaction and long-range linear confining interaction

plus spin dependent part coming from one gluon exchange. The zero-order potential is:

where defines a gaussian-smeared hyperfine interaction.

Solution of equation with H0 = p2/2mc + gives zero order charmonium wavefunctions.

*T. Barnes, S. Godfrey, E. Swangon, Phys. Rev. D 72, 054026 (2005), hep-ph/ 0505002 & Ding G.J. et al., arXiV: 0708.3712 [hep-ph], 2008

The splitting between the multiplets is determined by taking the matrix element of the Vspin-dep

taken from one-gluon exchange Breit-Fermi-Hamiltonian between zero-order wave functions:

where αs - coupling constant, b - string tension,      - hyperfine interaction smear parameter.
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* Advances in Applied Clifford Algebras, V.8, N.2, p.235 - 270 (1998) .





The cc system has been investigated in great detail first in e+e--reactions, and 

afterwards on a restricted scale (Ep ≤ 9 GeV), but with high precision in 

pp-annihilation (the experiments R704 at CERN and E760/E835 at Fermilab). 

The number of unsolved questions related to charmonium has remained:

- decays into particle-antiparticle or DD-pair: cc → (Ψ, ηc,, χcJ,..) → , , , ;

- decays into light hadrons: cc → (Ψ, ηc,..) → ρπ; cc → Ψ → π+π -, cc → Ψ → ωπ0, ηπ0,… ;

- radiative decays: cc → γ ηc , γ χcJ , γ J/Ψ , γ Ψ' , ...;

- decays with J/Ψ, Ψ' and hc in the final state: cc → J/Ψ + X => cc → J/Ψ π+π -, cc → J/Ψ π0π0;

cc → Ψ' + X => cc → Ψ' π+π -, cc → Ψ' π0π0; cc → hc + X => cc → hc π+π -, cc → hc π0π0 .

IN GENERAL ONE CAN IDENTIFY FOUR MAIN CLASSES OF CHARMONIUM DECAYS:

• singlet 1D2 and triplet 3DJ charmonium states are not determined yet;

• little is known about partial width of 1D2 and 3DJ charmonium states.

• higher laying singlet 1S0 , 1P1 and triplet 3S1 , 3PJ – charmonium states are poorly

investigated;

• only few partial widths of 3PJ -states are known (some of the measured decay

widths don’t fit theoretical schemes and additional experimental check

or reconsideration of the corresponding theoretical models is needed, more

data on different decay modes are desirable to clarify the situation);
AS RESULT :

• little is known on charmonium states above the the DD – threshold (S, P, D,….);

• many recently discovered states above DD - threshold (XYZ-states) expect their

verification and explanation (their interpretation now is far from being obvious).
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The low laying charmonium hybrid states:

Charmonium-like exotics (hybrids, tetraquarks) predominantly decay via electromagnetic

and hadronic transitions and into the open charm final states:

• ccg → (Ψ, χcJ) + light mesons (η, η′, ω, φ) and (Ψ, χcJ) + γ - these modes supply small

widths and significant branch fractions;

• ccg → DDJ*. In this case S-wave (L = 0) + P-wave (L = 1) final states should dominate

over decays to DD (are forbidden → CP violation) and partial width to should be very small.

The most interesting and promising decay channels of charmed hybrids have been, in

particular, analyzed:

•  cc  →  (0-+, 1-+ , 2-+) η  → χc0,1,2 (η, ππ, γ;…);

•  cc  →  (0+-, 1+- , 2+-) η → χc0,1,2 (η, ππ, γ;…);

• cc  →       (0- -, 1- - , 2- -) →  J/Ψ (η, ω , ππ, γ …);                    

•  cc  →           ,           ,         (0-+, 1-+ , 2-+, 0+-, 1+- , 2+-, 1++) η →          (η , γ).

2,1,0
~

c

Two different kinds of experiments to study exotics:

• production experiment – ccg → X + M, where M = π, η, ω,… (conventional states plus

states with exotic quantum numbers)

• formation experiment (annihilation process) – ccg → X → M1M2 (conventional states plus

states with non-exotic quantum numbers)
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J PC = 0- - → exotic!
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SUMMARY on Zc from BES III
Are these states 

the same?!

Are these states 

the same?!



THE LHCb NEW RESONANCES



NEW STATES WITH ZERO STRANGENESS from LHCb



Motivation
THE SPECTRUM OF SINGLET (1S0) AND TRIPLET (3S1) STATES OF CHARMONIUM

M.Yu. Barabanov, A.S. Vodopyanov, S.L. Olsen,  Yadernaya Fizica, V.77, N.1, pp. 1 - 5 (2014) / Phys. At. Nucl., V.77, N.1, pp. 126 -130 (2014)





Motivation

THE SPECTRUM OF SINGLET (1P1) AND TRIPLET (3PJ) STATES OF CHARMONIUM

M.Yu. Barabanov, A.S. Vodopyanov, S.L. Olsen , Yadernaya Fizica, V.77, N.1, pp. 1 - 5 (2014) / Phys. At. Nucl., V.77, N.1, pp. 126 -130 (2014)





THE SPECTRUM OF TETRAQUARKS
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M.Yu. Barabanov, A.S. Vodopyanov, A.I. Zinchenko, Nuovo Cimento C, 2019, in print





A.D. Polosa,  “Bound states in QCD and beyond II”, Germany, 20th - 23rd Feb, 2017



















Summary / Conclusions  

♦ Many observed states remain puzzling and can not be explained for

many years. This stimulates and motivates for new searches and ideas

to obtain their nature.

♦ A combined approach based on quarkonium potential model and

confinement model has been proposed and applied to study charmonium

and multiquarks.

♦ The most promising decay channels of charmonium-like states have

been analyzed. Different charmonium-like states above DD\bar are

expected to exist in the framework of the combined approach.

♦ Physics analysis for the pp & pA collisions is in progress nowadays.
Preliminary results have been obtained.

♦ The experiments with pp & pA collisions can obtain some valuable

information on the charm production.

♦ Measurements of charmonium-like states can be considered as one

of the “pillars” of pp & pA program.



PERSECTIVES AND FUTURE PLANS

• D-meson spectroscopy:
- CP-violation

- Flavour mixing

- Rare decays

• Baryon spectroscopy:
- Strange baryons

- Charmed baryons in progress!



THANK YOU!
and

WELCOME FOR 

COLLABORATION…




